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Into The Darkest Corner by Elizabeth Haynes FICTION

Gorgeous, charismatic and spontaneous, Lee seems almost too 
perfect to be true. But there is a dark side to him and his erratic, 
controlling and sometimes frightening behaviour means that 
Catherine is increasingly isolated.

Beloved by Toni Morrison FICTION

Rapes, beatings, murders, and mutilations are recounte here, 
but they belong to characters so precisely drawn that the 
tragedy remains individual, terrifying to us because it is 
terrifying to the sufferer.

The Bluest Eye by Toni Morrison FICTION

The Bluest Eye is a story about a year in the life of a young black girl who develops 
an inferiority complex due to her eye and skin appearance. It is told from the 
perspective of Claudia MacTeer as a child and an adult, as well as from a third-
person, omniscient viewpoint. Topics explored in the story include racism, incest, 
and child molestation.

Rebecca by Daphne Du Maurier FICTION

Working as a lady’s companion, the heroine of Rebecca learns her place. Life 
begins to look very bleak until, on a trip to the South of France, she meets Maxim 
de Winter, a handsome widower whose sudden proposal of marriage takes her by 
surprise. She accepts, but whisked from glamorous Monte Carlo to the ominous 
and brooding Manderley, the new Mrs de Winter finds Max a changed man.

The Color Purple by Alice Walker FICTION

Set in the deep American south between the wars, this is the 
classic tale of Celie, a young poor black girl. Raped repeatedly 
by her father, she loses two children and then is married off 
to a man who treats her no better than a slave.

Cat’s Eye by Margaret Atwood FICTION

This is a story in which the lines between victims and oppressors 
blur, in which forgiveness becomes an act of gaining power.
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Comfort Woman by Nora Okja Keller FICTION

The horrific story of Akiko’s enslavement in a Japanese camp, her escape by 
abandoning her very name, her country and for a time her voice, and a forced 
marriage to an American missionary, more intent on her body than her soul.

FICTION BOOKS



The Woman Who Walked Into Doors by Roddy Doyle FICTION 

One of Roddy Doyle’s finest achievements to date, the heart-
rending story of a woman struggling to reclaim her dignity after 
a violent, abusive marriage and a worsening drink problem.

Vinegar Hill by Manette Ansay FICTION 

Her spirit is close to crushed: how is she to protect her children from their 
grandparents’ bitterness and disapproval? Will her love for little Amy and Bert 
give her the strength to find a way for them to escape?

This Charming Man by Marian Keyes FICTION

Alicia Thornton is Paddy’s wife-to-be. Determined to be 
the perfect wife, Alicia would do anything for her fiancé. 
But does she know the real Paddy?

A Thousand Acres by Jane Smiley FICTION 

While Larry Cook deteriorates into a pathetic drunk, his daughters are left to cope 
with the often grim realities of life on a family farm - from battering husbands to 
cut-throat lenders.

Room by Emma Donoghue FICTION 

Room is home to Jack, but to Ma, it’s the prison where she’s been held since she was 
nineteen-for seven long years.  Through her fierce love for her son, she has created 
a life for him in that eleven-by-eleven-foot space. But Jack’s curiosity is building 
alongside her own desperation—and she knows that Room cannot contain either 
indefinitely. Told in the inventive, funny, and poignant voice of Jack, Room is a 
celebration of resilience-and a powerful story of a mother and son whose love 
lets them survive the impossible.

Harm Done by Ruth Rendell FICTION

Chief Inspector Wexford is not only concerned very personally with the effects of 
violence and prejudice, but is involved with a new programme to help victims 
of domestic violence. And his daughter, Sylvia, has come to work nearby in a refuge 
for battered women.

Alice Falling by William Wall FICTION

Beautiful Alice Lynch is rich and unhappily married; her abusive 
husband, Paddy, is obsessed with his successful business life. 
Wanting to escape from painful childhood memories, she agreed 
to marry Paddy, knowing that she would never love him.
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Purple Hibiscus by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie FICTION
 

A promising new voice from Nigeria delivers an exquisite and 
powerful first novel about a 15-year-old Nigerian woman who 
is awakening at a time when both her country and family are 
on the cusp of change.

A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini FICTION

Raised in poverty by her unwed epileptic mother and married off early by the 
rich, elegant father who has always kept her at arm’s length, Mariam would seem 
to have little in common with well-educated and comfortably raised young 
Laila. Yet their lives intertwine dramatically...

The Long Road Home by Danielle Steel FICTION

Gabriella already knows to hide her bruises, certain she is to blame for her 
mother’s rage - and her father’s failure to protect her. Her world is a confusing 
blend of terror, betrayal, and pain. Her parents’ aristocratic world is no safeguard 
against the abuse that knows no boundaries, respects no person, no economic 
lines.

Tender Morsels by Margo Lanagan FICTION

Liga Longfield, who has survived her father’s molestations and 
a gang rape but, with one baby and pregnant again, cannot risk 
any further pain. As she raises her two daughters, placid Branza 
and fiery Urdda, she discovers that her universe is permeable.

Black Rock by Amanda Smyth FICTION

Smyth’s heady coming-of-age novel exposes a young 
girl’s vulnerability in a society of predatory men.

The Wild Zone by Joy Fielding FICTION

A woman filled with secrets, Suzy is hunting for the right man to kill her abusive 
husband. In the end, the real competition will be to see which Prince Charming 
is tough enough to slay the dragon and rescue this damsel in distress.

Gone Girl by Gillian Flynn FICTION
 

A portrait of a marriage so hilariously terrifying, it will make you have a good hard 
think about who the person on the other side of the bed really is. On their fifth 
anniversary, Nick Dunne’s beloved wife Amy disappears, and all signs point to very 
foul play indeed. Nick has to clear his name before the police finger him for 
Amy’s murder.

FICTION BOOKS



The Devotion Of Suspect X by Keigo Higashino FICTION 

Shinji Togashi, her ex-husband, enters her life again and tries to destroy every-
thing that she has built up. In a fit of rage and in self defense, she murders him. 
Cornered and helpless, she is then helped by the brilliant Ishigami, who devises 
a plan to cover up the murder.

Safe Haven by Nicholas Sparks FICTION 

Katie is a former abused spouse who has finally found the courage 
to run away and has built a new life for herself in the small town 
of Southport. She begins a relationship with the local store owner 
Alex, a widower with two small children. However, her abusive ex-
husband, is searching for her…

Picture Perfect by Jodi Picoult FICTION 

Cassie Barrett, a renowned anthropologist, and Alex Rivers, one of Hollywood’s 
hottest actors, declared their love in a fairy-tale wedding. But when they return 
to California, something alters the picture of their perfect marriage. A frightening 
pattern is taking shape - a cycle of hurt, denial, and promises, thinly veiled by 
glamour.

Here On Earth by Alice Hoffman FICTION 

The tale is populated by those for whom love brings more sorrow than happiness: 
a woman afraid to commit to a relationship, a husband in love with someone 
other than his wife, two young people who fall for each other only to find they 
are close relatives, and the self-destructing love of Hollis and March.

Snow Flower And The Secret Fan by Lisa See FICTION 

Together, they endure the agony of foot-binding, and reflect 
upon their arranged marriages, shared loneliness, and the 
joys and tragedies of motherhood.

The Gravedigger’s Daughter by Joyce Carol Oates FICTION 

A violent family drama that almost kills her and leaves her alone, in the end 
provides her with the opportunity for a much brighter future. However, is she 
capable of freeing herself from her background?
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Twisted Tracks by Lesley Horton FICTION

From honour killings to domestic violence, forbidden affairs and 
ritual sacrifice - Lesley Horton shows with chilling accuracy what 
can happen behind closed doors.

Me and Emma by Elizabeth Flock FICTION

As the big sister, Carrie is determined to do anything to keep Emma safe from a life 
of neglect and abuse at the hands of their drunken stepfather, Richard; abuse 
their mother can’t seem to see, let alone stop.

The Gilded Cage by Josephine Cox FICTION

Powerful, hard-hearted Leonard Mears ruthlessly presides over 
his wife and children, exiling them from the outside world and 
brutally punishing any disobedience.

Don’t Tell by Karen Rose FICTION

Disturbing and scary, Karen Rose’s brilliant thriller proves that you never know 
what goes on behind closed doors. As a woman fakes her own death in order to 
escape her abusive husband, what happens when he finds out what she did?

Send Me No Flowers by Jenny Tomlin FICTION

Despite warnings from friends and family, Donna enjoys Danny’s 
wild streak. She believes this is the man she will marry and live 
with happy ever after. But it gradually emerges that ‘Danny the 
knife’ is a dangerous criminal - and a sadist.

Journey by Danielle Steel FICTION

The relationship we are shown behind closed doors in their lavish Georgetown 
home is far more troubled than the public ever sees. For as Maddy enjoys more 
and more career success, Jack’s resentment and desire for control grows daily, 
and her life becomes hell in this fracturing marriage.

FICTION BOOKS



White Oleander by Janet Fitch FICTION 

Astrid’s first home is with Starr, a born-again former druggie, 
whose boyfriend, middle-aged Ray, encourages Astrid to paint 
(Astrid’s absent father is an artist) and soon becomes her first 
lover, but who disappears when Starr’s jealousy becomes violent.

Mildred Pierce by James M. Cain FICTION 

Mildred had two weaknesses: a yen for shiftless men, and an unreasoning devotion 
to a monstrous daughter. Out of these elements, Cain creates a novel of acute 
social observation and devastating emotional violence, with a heroine whose 
ambitions and sufferings are never less than recognizable.

Fried Green Tomatoes At The Whistle Stop Café by Fannie Flagg FICTION

Flagg’s novel weaves past and present through the blossoming friendship between 
Evelyn, a middle-aged housewife, and Ninny , an elderly woman who lives in a 
nursing home. Every week Evelyn visits Ninny, who tells her stories about 
memories of her youth in Whistle Stop, Alabama where her sister-in-law 
Idgie and Idgie’s friend Ruth ran a café. These stories, along with Ninny’s 
friendship, enable Evelyn to begin a new, satisfying life while allowing the 
people and stories of Ninny’s youth to live on.

This Boy’s Life by Tobias Wolff FICTION

Leaving Sarasota, Florida, in 1955, Toby Wolff, then ten, and his mother are looking 
forward to a new life in Utah. Not long after arriving, however, the two make 
a sudden, night-time departure for newer pastures in Seattle - the mother’s 
abusive relationship in Utah having become intolerable.

Two Women by Martina Cole FICTION

Danger and violence have always been part of Sue Dalston’s 
East End upbringing. Unloved by her mother, abused by her 
father, and brutalised throughout her entire marriage, she 
smashed her husband’s skull in a final act of desperation.
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Paula Spencer by Roddy Doyle FICTION 

In this beautiful, bitter sweet story we see Paula struggling with 
the guilt of having been a remiss mother and a battered wife. 
Her recovery enables her to meet her grown up children as the 
adults they have become.

Purge by Sofi Oksanen FICTION

Purge is a story of two women forced to confront their own dark pasts, of collusion 
and resistance, of rape and sexual slavery set against the backdrop of the 
Soviet occupation of Estonia.
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NON-FICTION BOOKS

Cry Salty Tears by Dinah O’Dowd NON-FICTION 

Against unimaginable domestic-violence odds, Dinah O’Dowd nurtured her seven 
children and battled to achieve freedom from that dark central figure in her life, 
her husband.

Abuse: Domestic Violence, Workplace And School Bullying 
by Jim O’Shea NON-FICTION 

This book explores abuse; it is concerned with boundaries and 
how abuse is an invasion of boundaries. It explores physical, 
emotional, verbal, and financial abuse.

Where’s Your Mama Gone by Kay O’Gorman NON-FICTION

In Where’s Your Mama Gone? Kay she writes with unflinching truth about her 
past and the motivations for her actions. It recalls an Ireland of casual cruelty, 
all-powerful authority figures, sexual ignorance and non-existent choice.

Sold Into Marriage by Sean Boyne NON-FICTION

In 1973 a sixteen-year-old Irish schoolgirl was sold into 
marriage by her father. Her groom was a farmer almost 
four times her age. Despite a pre-nuptial agreement 
guaranteeing that there would be no sex, her husband 
raped her repeatedly. He also beat her.

Infidel by Ayaan Hirsi Ali NON-FICTION 

Raised in a strict Muslim family and extended clan, Hirsi Ali survived civil war, 
female mutilation, brutal beatings, adolescence as a devout believer during the 
rise of the Muslim Brotherhood, and life in four troubled, unstable countries 
largely ruled by despots.

If I Am Missing Or Dead by Janine Latus NON-FICTION 

This semi-autobiographical novel about a woman’s sister, abused 
and murdered by the sister’s boy friend, tells a heartbroken story 
of women who stay with their abusive partner.
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Disgraced by Saira Ahmed NON-FICTION

Disgraced is the heart-breaking true tale of a girl who had 
the courage to break free. It is a story of escape, adventure 
and survival told by a woman who has finally discovered her 
true voice.

Belonging by Sameen Ali NON-FICTION 

Sameen believed she had put her horrific experiences behind 
her, but was unprepared for the consequences of violating 
her family’s honour. Belonging is the shocking true story of 
Sameem’s struggle to break free from her past and fight back 
against her upbringing.

In Fear Of Her Life by Frances Smith NON-FICTION

Frances Smith is the pseudonym for a woman who lived in fear of her life for 22 
years. Married at 16 to a Dublin criminal, she endured years of relentless mental 
and physical torture until she found the strength to fight back.

Silent Sisters by Jenny Tomlin NON-FICTION 

For years, Jenny and sister Kim suffered horrendous physical and 
sexual abuse at the hands of their father. They survived in part 
because of their closeness and their determination to be there for 
each other.

Escape from Evil by Cathy Wilson NON-FICTION

Cathy was just sixteen, and living on her own, when she met 
a charming older man called Peter Tobin. She saw him as a 
knight in shining armour, a man who made her feel safe. He 
saw a vulnerable girl whose troubled childhood made her the 
perfect victim.

Home Fires by Shivaun Woolfson NON-FICTION

Home Fires is the moving and often shocking story of a passionate and 
fiercely intelligent woman. Growing up in 1960s Dublin in a wealthy Jewish 
family, Shivaun survives the physical abuse of a beautiful and damaged mother 
and the relentless control of a domineering father.
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Nobody’s Child by Cora Coleman NON-FICTION

Cora Coleman was born into a house of violence and fear 
in a small town in Ireland. Her disturbed father constantly 
beat her mother, and treated their seven children with 
contempt and obscenity. Their lives revolved around his 
moods.

The Verbally Abusive Man by Patricia Evans NON-FICTION

From the world’s most acclaimed expert on verbal abuse comes the first 
book that answers the question foremost in every woman’s mind: Can he 
really change? Every woman wishes she could bring back the man she fell in 
love with, rather than leave the man that he’s become.

The Sun Hasn’t Fallen From The Sky by Alison Gangel 
NON-FICTION

Seven-year-old Ailsa Dunn’s Ma is prettier than all the other 
mothers, her Da is the most handsome man in the world. 
They’re made for each other... But the grown-up world is 
more complicated than that, and when alcohol intrudes, 
violence becomes the norm and unpredictability reigns.

Escape Domestic Violence by Helen Grant NON-FICTION

When your life, or the life of someone dear to you, is turned upside-down by 
domestic violence, it can be hard to cope. But you’re not alone. In ‘Escape 
Domestic Violence’ you will find the support that you’re looking for.

Murder in the Name of Honour by Rana Husseini NON-FICTION

This is a hard-hitting and controversial examination of honour 
crimes. Common in many traditional societies around the world, 
as well as in migrant communities in Europe and the USA, they 
involve ‘punishment’ - often death or disfigurement - carried 
out by a relative to restore the family’s honour.

NON-FICTION BOOKS



Burned Alive by Souad NON-FICTION

When she was 18, her brother-in-law poured gasoline on her and 
set her aflame. She was meant to die because she was pregnant 
and unmarried, bringing disgrace to her parents. But she survived, 
and now, 25 years later, “Souad” bears witness to the horror of 
“honor crimes” that kill thousands of women every year in many 
countries across the world.

Behind Closed Doors by Jenny Tomlin NON-FICTION

Jenny grew up in a house where no-one was safe. Born one of five children in the 
East End, her childhood was spent in squalor and terror. Her father’s violent 
beatings, humiliations, and sexual abuse were part of daily life; her mother - also his 
sexual victim and savagely beaten - was no source of help.

When Katie Wakes by Connie May Fowler NON-FICTION 

The daughter and grand-daughter of battered women, 
Fowler found herself irresistibly drawn to a man who 
was bent on destroying her, physically and emotionally.

Dead By Sunset by Anne Rule NON-FICTION 

The chilling true story of Bradly Morris Cunningham, the 
handsome and successful entrepreneur adored by five 
beautiful and brilliant women who gave him everything 
he ever wanted - including their very lives.

Married By Force by Leila NON-FICTION

The husband she didn’t love beat her regularly in an attempt to force her into 
submission. But, with extraordinary courage, Leila fought back against the 
weight of family tradition to regain her liberty and dignity; and though it put 
her life in danger, she left her husband and later divorced him.
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FILMS ON DVD

FILMS ON DVD
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A THOUSAND ACRES DVD
Set on an Iowa farm in 1979, a dictatorial father decides to distribute 
his 1000 acre farm among his three daughters, which unearths 
family secrets both catastrophic and liberating.

RAGING BULL DVD
The story of Jake LaMotta, a former boxing champion, whose 
reputation for tenacity and success in the ring was offset by his 
troubled domestic life: full of rage, jealousy, and suspicion 
(particularly towards his wife and manager/brother) which, in 
the end, left him destitute, alone, and seeking redemption.

GASLIGHT DVD
Paula Alquist marries dapper, handsome Gregory Anton and returns 
to the U.K. There Gregory, who is in reality a jewel thief and the 
murderer of Paula’s aunt, launches a campaign of terror designed 
to drive his new bride insane.

COAL MINER’S DAUGHTER DVD 
A dramatization of the life of iconic country music singer Loretta 
Lynn. Lynn grew up desperately poor, and was married when she 
was just thirteen. By the time she was twenty, she had four children, 
and was singing on weekends at local honky-tonks.

COLOR PURPLE DVD
Epic drama of an African-American woman’s struggle to overcome 
poverty, adversity, and a marriage to a brutal husband and 
eventually find her dignity in a period that spans over forty 
years from the turn-of-the-century.

MAGDALENE SISTERS DVD
A drama which charts several years in the young lives of four “fallen 
women” who were rejected by their families and abandoned to 
the mercy of the Catholic Church in 1960s Ireland.

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO BABY JANE DVD
Two aging sisters - one a has-been child star, the other a Hollywood 
actress whose career was ruined when an accident left her in a 
wheelchair - share the same old, dilapitated mansion where one 
sister is slowly growing demented out of jealousy of the success 
the other sister once had.

WHO’S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA WOOLF? DVD
Film version of Albee’s Broadway hit about a sullen academic and his 
domineering, often scathing, wife at twenty years into a marriage 
torn between great love and bitter hate.


